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Thank you for your interest in our World of Fiery Webinar. This FAQ answers the questions from the session.  If you would like to 
view the session again or share it, please access the recording of the webinar here. 

How to get into a good rhythm/habits of re calibration to constantly get good color?  

The “rhythm” to get the best color is to make a calibration set and profile for your press and paper. You’ll need to do this for your 
common paper types at least (coated, uncoated, heavy coated). If you are in a competitive market or just want to do the very best, 
make a calibration and profile for every paper you run. The next step is to re-calibrate each day on the actual paper you made the 
calibration and profile for using a spectrophotometer. The other thing you should consider is doing color verification from Color 
Profiler Suite or another tool on a weekly basis so you know when it’s time to make a new setup of calibration and profile or when to 
place a service call. 
 

What happened to the "Basic Color Settings" flowchart that used to be in the Color section of the Device Settings 
tab? 

We removed it. Press operators today are pretty savvy about how color management works from years of using DFEs and tools like 
Photoshop. The diagram was a good training tool; you can keep a screenshot of it if you re-train new operators. We reorganized the 
color settings placing the most frequently changed setting at the top. 
 

How do I print color to the edge? 

Full bleed printing varies by the print engine but is not always possible on toner presses anymore that conventional presses. So if you 
have full bleed designs, you need to print them that way with the cut marks then trim them down.  
 

How to print Pantone color? 

If you enable Spot Color in the Fiery Color settings and your job has a Pantone color in it, it will print using the licensed library on the 
Fiery server. 
 

Outside of the specific colour settings, what does EFI recommend as image tab settings? 

The Image Tab is often left on default but one way to find the best practice for the Image tab (especially halftone screen and 
resolution settings) is to look up the IDEAlliance Digital Press certification for your specific Fiery server and press here: 

https://www.idealliance.org/certification/digital-press-certification/certified-digital-electrophotographic-press-systems 

When you find your print system, download the ADS (Application Data Sheet) shown for it. You have to scroll to the right of the list to 
see it. Section IV of the ADS shows the settings we used for the certification and this is generally the settings that are the smoothest 
and most consistent output in our tests. 
 

How do I substitute a color? 

Go to Device Center > Spot colors. Add a Substitute group then add a color to that group. Input the values of a color in the file to be 
printed (RGB or CMYK values). Then enter the CMYK tint values that you want the color to be printed with. Start with a very big 
change so that you can verify that it is working. 
 

http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2017/CWS6-session2
https://www.idealliance.org/certification/digital-press-certification/certified-digital-electrophotographic-press-systems
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Is there a way to apply a color curve to a file? For example - I would like to reduce 50% magentas and lower by 5-
10% but keep the rest the same when outputting to a particular stock. 

Yes. You can do this by editing the Fiery output profile you will use to print. Go to Device Center > Profiles > Output Profile and right-
click on the output profile then choose edit to adjust the curves. You can also add a curve in ImageViewer if you have Graphic Arts 
Package, Premium Edition or the Fiery Productivity Package. You can apply these ImageViewer curves from Job Properties if you 
have Fiery FS200. 
 

The black point compensation setting seems to be active between the output intent and the substrate, resulting in 
that I must teach PDF/X-1 rather than PDF/X-4 to students for consistent colour. Also would like to better understand 
raster simulation with Color management.  

One of the “problems” experts identify in PDF workflows is the lack of black point compensation  since it is almost always desirable 
but PDF’s cannot specify it. PDF 2 and the future PDF/X-6 specification will include controls for enabling and disabling black point 
compensation specifically for different objects and different output intents which PDF 2.0 supports on a per-page basis. For now we 
think having black point compensation on for PDF is the best choice for the majority of jobs. Feel free to post on Fiery Forums if you 
want to discuss further. 

Raster simulation I think means softproofing from your question. You can create softproof PDFs from ImageViewer if you have 
Graphic Arts Package, Premium Edition or the Fiery Productivity Package. If this does not answer your question please post it on the 
Fiery Forums. 
 

What is the procedure to connect 5D5BT spectrometer with IC308 controller?  

Plug it in. Note that you can only calibrate your Fiery servers using 5D5BT from Color Profiler Suite (CPS) but this will work in demo 
mode without a CPS license. If you are licensed, you can use the 5D5BT in all the modules of CPS for profiling, device linking, and 
verification.  
 

Can you explain/show paper linearization registration and profiling? 

Please see the following how-to documents –  

• How-To: Create a Fiery G7 Calibration and Profile 
• Create Output Profiles with Express Profiler 
• How-To: Achieve accurate and consistent color with printer profiles 

 

Edit for GCR ICC profile? 

Color Profiler Suite has a maximum GCR setting you can choose when creating a profile. Start by configuring the profiling settings to 
use the factory default profile for your Fiery server and a paper similar to what you are profiling (coated, uncoated, etc). This will give 
you the factory setting best for your Fiery server and that paper type. Then click the “Maximum GCR” option before you make the 
profile. Check your result and remember you can load the measurements from the profile you made in the “Convert Measurements to 
Profile” workflow in Color Profiler Suite Printer Profiler. This means you can fine tune the settings by going into the “Edit Black” 
section.  

Here are some tips – to reduce black in saturated colors reduce the black width from where max GCR set it. If you see too much 
grain in highlights and fleshtones turn the black start up to 20 or a bit more. If the profile you made with max GCR has too much 

http://fieryforums.efi.com/
http://fieryforums.efi.com/
http://www.efi.com/library/efi/documents/958/how_to_cps4_create_fiery_g7_calibration_profile_us_en_us.pdf
http://www.efi.com/library/efi/documents/506/efi_fiery_cps_express_profiler_hg_en_us.pdf
http://www.efi.com/library/efi/documents/1030/efi_fiery_cps_4_printer_profiler_hg_en_us.pdf
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contrast, reduce the black generation to about 85%.  
 

When calibrating to GRACoL using an external spectrophotometer, what are the delta E values for various target 
fields that begin to approach "out of spec"? Asking based on temperamental output equipment that has to have 
looser values in order to calibrate properly. 

I assume you are using a custom output profile for your press and paper and setting the GRACoL source profile for your verification 
target. The passing values are defined in ISO 12647-8 (wedge). You can see these in Color Profiler Suite Verify if you load that 
tolerance set. If you need the details please post on Fiery Forums. 
 

With Colour, best use in Fiery of Device link, also with Fiery using FCP you can use an ES-6000 to Calibrate, but via 
Command WorkStation 5 or 6, still only ES-2000, if customer purchased an ES-6000, would be also good to be able 
to use in Command WorkStation 5 or 6 same device to calibrate 

We are working to get ES-6000 supported in Command WorkStation; sorry this is taking us some time.  There is no real requirement 
to use a device link unless you are trying to match digital presses from different manufacturers. To match devices of the same make 
and model, try the Printer Match module in Color Profiler Suite. 
 

Colorwise off often has better results than using a profile. Why? What is the difference between colorwise off and 
bypass correction? Is there a way to save settings when I upgrade so I don't have to recreate my different job 
specifications? 

We would not expect the off setting to be better. Please post this question on the Fiery Forums so we can help. One thing is certain 
with ColorWise off, you will not have consistency day-to-day for reprints and if you get a new press in the future it will be very hard to 
match the way your current one prints color. Save settings as Server Presets and they will stay as you update the Command 
WorkStation client. If you are upgrading the Fiery server then use one of our tools like backup and restore before you upgrade. 
 

What settings can I change to have Fiery successfully flatten a transparency? What settings can I change in Fiery to 
flatten compound paths and clipping masks successfully? 

Set Composite Overprint and Optimize RGB Transparency ON if your Fiery server has these controls. If you are still having problems 
post a question on the Fiery Forums and we will help you more. 
 

With Command WorkStation 6, log window settings are not saved. With Command WorkStation 5, the window was 
reset on each reboot which was annoying enough. Is there any way to get the log window to retain column settings, 
etc.? 

Column settings should be retained. If you are having an issue, please go to Fiery Forums and provide details. 
 

I was struggling to see how to copy a source profile in Command WorkStation 6 like I can do in Command 
WorkStation 5.  

Even in Command WorkStation 5, you could export it then re-import it to get a copy, but not copy. This still works. What has changed 
is you cannot edit curves on input profiles in Command WorkStation 6. We plan to bring this feature back in a future release.  
 

http://fieryforums.efi.com/
http://fieryforums.efi.com/
http://fieryforums.efi.com/
http://fieryforums.efi.com/
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Are these webinars being recorded and will they be made available for viewing afterwards?  

All World of Fiery webinars are recorded and are available at http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery   
 

Cannot restore or import from "Archived" folder? 

Restoring archived jobs works the same in Command WorkStation 6 as it does in Command WorkStation 5: if Command 
WorkStation no longer sees an archived job in a network location, the operator can choose File: Import Archived job to return it to the 
Hold queue, and then can archive it again. 
 

I try to select the color profile for specific paper catalog when I click OK it says "Paper Catalog synchronization with 
printer cannot be completed". Why is this?  

This is going to require some troubleshooting. Please post a message on the Fiery Forums so that we can help you. 
 

How to set jobs to automatically choose between color and b&w pages as related to click charges per page? 

For this you use Print Gray Using Black only controls in the Color section of Job Properties. Set RGB to Print Gray Using Black for 
text and graphics, Set CMYK Print Gray Using Black to text/graphics/images. This will keep those types of page objects black only so 
you will get black only pages. 
 

In Command WorkStation 5 you could edit the curves for the CMYK source profiles and the output profiles. In 
Command WorkStation 6 you can only change the curves for the output profiles. Why is this? 

Our thinking was that it is dangerous to edit source profiles which may be shared by many jobs, and that it is safer and makes more 
sense to edit an output profile, save it for a specific job or use, and have it adjust all the colors of the print regardless of if they came 
from a RGB, CMYK, or spot color in the design file. It is unusual that a print problem like a color cast only effects one kind of source 
object. But we have heard lots of feedback like yours so we will bring this functionality back in a future release. 
 

What are EFI's recommended input and output profile settings for North America? 

For North America, sRGB and GRACoL 2013 are the modern standards. Be aware if you are printing on uncoated stocks though you 
probably aren’t really matching GRACoL so if you want to choose a gamut your paper can print and that you can verify 
colorimetrically the precision of, then I would try a uncoated source profile, CRPC-3. Let us know on Fiery Forums if you need any 
help finding these profiles. 
 

Is there a maximum number of servers that I can connect to in Command WorkStation 6? 

Command WorkStation 6 can connect to a maximum of 10 servers. 
 

In my experience, the PDF output intent is hard to accomplish with Uncoated or Colour stock.  

It depends what the PDF Output Intent is. If it is SWOP or a smaller gamut, you might hit it on uncoated. If its GRACoL, ISO Coated, 
or PSO Coated then you are right; you won’t be able to match it colorimetrically. 
 

http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery
http://fieryforums.efi.com/
http://fieryforums.efi.com/
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Please explain why there is black point compensation for CMYK. 

Black point compensation (BPC) for CMYK is for proofing purposes only. For RGB to Output intent BPC is always desired since it’s 
how softproofs work in Acrobat and other applications, and because the idea of the Output Intent tag is to make the job look the 
same from on-screen as well as from one printer to another printer. 
 

Will Optimize RGB transparency only affect RGB object? How does this affect objects created with CMYK 
blendspace? 

Optimize RGB transparency affects both RGB and CMYK differently for each interpreter. CPSI honors the blending color space 
(BCS) by default (Optimize RGB Off) but uses sRGB and SWOP for BCS. Turning the feature on injects the source profiles defined in 
Job Properties for the BCS. APPE ignores BCS by default (Optimize RGB Off) and honors the BCS when enabled. Optimize RGB 
transparency should have been named Optimize Transparency for better semantics; we’ll consider this in the future. 
 

Can substitute colours read a range? Or is it for one specific value? Is there rounding off the figures? 

Substitute color is specific. There is no way to specify a range. However, there is a tolerance setting. The objective of the large 
tolerance is to guarantee that the specified color will be detected. The objective of the small tolerance is to try to limit the substitution 
to the smallest possible range of values. For CMYK large tolerance is 0.5% of the values you set to be replaced and small tolerance 
is 0.25% of the values you set to be replaced. 
 

Is the colour presets different from job presets or is it a subset of the Job Preset? 

There is only one kind of Preset and it is for all of Job Properties. We showed how to save a preset with the recommended color 
settings. Once you do this you then need to load the preset, change the media settings to a paper catalog entry you use, set any 
other specific parameters, then save a new “complete” preset that has color settings, media settings, and the rest. You will probably 
want one preset for each paper you print on in order to be able to use a preset to configure every job you run before you set per job 
settings like number of copies and click print. 
 

Are there also the Pantone textiles so we can match them? 

Pantone Textile libraries along with all other Pantone Libraries can be downloaded here:  http://www.efi.com/marketing/fiery-servers-
and-software/downloads/pantone-library/.  
 

I don't have "Paper simulation", "PDF/X output intent", and a couple of others on my color panel. Are these options? 

All Fiery servers should have paper simulation, but unless you are proofing you don’t really need it. You won’t have the “Use PDF/X 
Output intent” unless you have an external Fiery server. If you have an embedded Fiery server, it does not have the Adobe PDF Print 
engine so it won’t offer the Output Intent control. 
 

If black is set to overprint (or not) in my PDF files (carried through from the InDesign layout), does that override the 
Fiery setting? 

If you set Overprint in PDFs from the Design application, you need to have Composite Overprint enabled in order for you to get the 
overprints on the output. It does not “override” your overprints; it causes them to be printed correctly. The only sort of override for 
overprints is if you enable Black Overprint (for pure black) in the color settings. This control sets overprint for various object types that 

http://www.efi.com/marketing/fiery-servers-and-software/downloads/pantone-library/
http://www.efi.com/marketing/fiery-servers-and-software/downloads/pantone-library/
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are “pure black” defined as R=G=B=0 for RGB objects or C/M/Y/K is 0%/0%/0%/x% where x is some non-zero value for CMYK 
objects. We recommend you set Black Overprint (for pure black) to overprint Text objects in case black text was not set to overprint 
for some reason in the design file. 
 

I tried setting some server defaults after last week's presentation, but they didn't seem to be picked up when I 
printed from my Mac workstation.  Does the Mac driver pick up defaults? How can I find the latest driver?  

Did you save them as Server Defaults? That is the only way they will be available to different clients connected to the Fiery server. 
The driver will pick up and show any Server Default Job Properties presets you have saved. You can get the latest Fiery drivers from 
here: 

http://www.efi.com/support-and-downloads/download-center  
 

When upgrading to Command WorkStation 6, will all our presets and profiles come over with it from 5.8? 

The Fiery server presets and profiles all continue to live on the Fiery server itself, so are unaffected by updating the Command 
WorkStation software from 5.8 to 6. 
 

Should we use Adobe PDF Print Engine Preferred? 

We recommend using the Abode PDF Print Engine (APPE) by setting Adobe PDF Print Engine Preferred if you are printing PDF files. 
Rendering page objects that use transparency can be improved by using APPE. It is also required to print PDF/X files with full 
compliance to the GWG specifications. 
 

For the Fiery Graphic Arts package, are there different editions? Or is it called premium edition? If there are different 
editions, what are the differences between them? 

For modern Fiery servers running Fiery System 10 or any of the FS series of Fiery servers, there is only the Graphic Arts package, 
Premium edition.  
 

I can't get Command WorkStation 6 to run consistently on either my company PC/Win7 Enterprise or Mac Mini 
v10.11.6. Who do I contact? 

Please post your question on the Fiery Forums here so you can get help with this.  
 

We also use Fiery Print Flow and Print Central.  When will Command WorkStation 6 be compatible? 

PrintFlow is a separate application that integrates with the Fiery server, and is unaffected by an update from Command WorkStation 
5.8 to Command WorkStation 6. Command WorkStation 6 does not support Fiery Central. 
 

Can you give a good short explanation why the RIP must use the ICC colour path instead of using Device Links 
(created under the hood) when "Use embedded profile" is chosen? 

All DFE’s essentially use device links under the hood since once a transform is concatenated, we don’t want to do it again for every 
pixel, page, or job. So “under the hood” device links are always used if discrete input and output profiles are specified. There is no 

http://www.efi.com/support-and-downloads/download-center
http://fieryforums.efi.com/
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technical advantage in terms of precision, only in terms of processing speed. To get more precision from device links one can 
optimize a DLP with iterated printing and measuring. Color Profiler Suite can do this and Fiery servers allow such a DLP to be loaded 
by importing it into Device Center -> Profile Manager and the specifying a combination of an input and output profile to link the DLP 
so that when these two profiles are chosen, the loaded DLP is used instead of an “under the hood” DLP made from the input and 
output profile actually selected. 
 

What is the reason for Fiery changing the name of the Perceptual and Saturation rendering intents? Are they 
"Fiery's" version for them, therefore the name was changed? 

These two rendering intents do have some special processing in the Fiery server CMM. They are named this way because of their 
unique processing and so that it is more obvious to a novice user when to use each of these. 
 

Can you please confirm that the Fiery "Black overprint" setting still forces all K100 objects to overprint (even if not 
set to OP in the source file)? 

Yes, setting Black Overprint (for pure black) will force overprint for pure black objects even if they were not set to overprint from the 
design application. 
 

Have the HowTo's been updated for Command WorkStation 6? 

How-to guides for Command WorkStation 6 are in process; some are available here. 
 

Can I just confirm, you would always tick Separate RGB / Lab to CMYK when ticking PDF/X output? 

One would only set both of these (and a few other settings) if they wanted to print PDF/X-4 files with complete compliance. See 
details on how to print PDF/X-4 here. I would never set either control unless I had a real PDF/X-4 workflow set up where print buyers 
are submitting only PDF/X-4 compliant files and are expecting PDF/X-4 compliant prints. If you are printing PDFs but not making your 
customers submit PDF/X-4 files then there’s no reason to enable at least these two setting since this could results in clipping the 
gamut of printed output from RGB sources. 
 

http://www.efi.com/resources/fiery-how-to-guides-and-docs/
http://www.efi.com/library/efi/documents/954/fiery_ghentoutputsuite4_0_howto_us_en_us.pdf

